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InstitutoÂ .Conventional
feedhoses used for

conveying fluids, such as
liquids and gases, have

been produced from
elastomeric material in a

round or oval
configuration. These

conventional feedhoses
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have an outer diameter,
which is typically slightly

larger than the inner
diameter of the supporting

hose or conduit. These
conventional feedhoses are

known to leak when
subjected to tensile forces
such as those which occur
when the hose is axially

compressed, or when the
hose is used to convey

fluids. These conventional
feedhoses often fail to

relieve the tensile forces
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acting on the hose, and
thus do not provide an

even flow of the fluid that
can be conveyed in the

hose. It is well known that
in the case of compressed

gasses, like air, these
feedhoses tend to collapse

at the elbow and feet of
the hose, resulting in an

uneven and irregular flow
of the compressed gas.

Additionally, conventional
feedhoses are often

manufactured by molding
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the hose in a fixed shape,
a process which renders it
unsuitable for custom or
aftermarket modification.
Thus, once a feedhose is

molded in a particular
shape, it must be

discarded and replaced by
a new hose having the

same shape. This is most
undesirable in the medical
application of feedhoses,
since a single feedhose is

not reusable. This
particular problem arises
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because traditional
feedhoses have a fixed

diameter and a fixed axial
length. Additionally,

conventional feedhoses
typically use an inner

tubing material, which is
generally thinner than the
outer hose material. This
makes the feedhose more
flexible, but increases the
likelihood of splitting and
cracking of the outer hose
material. What is needed is
an improved feedhose that
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overcomes these
disadvantages.

Additionally, these
conventional feedhoses are
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to an image pickup system, and more particularly to a

conversion of a conventional film type image pickup system
to an electronic type image pickup system. In the

conventional film-based photo film camera, a film with an
image thereon is wound into a light-tight chamber, and the
taken picture is exposed to the ambient light outside the
chamber and, if necessary, the picture is taken through a

taking lens. Since an image of a brightness is formed on the
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film by the ambient light, there is a limitation to a degree of
brightness of the picture. To eliminate this drawback, a

flashlight device, for example, a battery-driven flash lamp,
may be employed in the chamber for supplementing the

ambient light in taking the picture. Therefore, it is not
absolutely necessary to provide the photographer with a

taken picture with a correct exposure at the time of taking
the picture. In other words, the photographer can control
the shutter time of the taken picture from the flashing of
the lamp so that an image with correct brightness can be

obtained. In the conventional film type, a user, who
understands how the picture is taken, controls the shutter

time in association with the light value of the taken picture.
Accordingly, in many cases, the photographer can take a

good picture by properly selecting the shutter time without
paying any attention to exposure measuring. The

conventional film type has not been able to provide a
continuous shooting, that is, the capability of continuously
taking a picture, as it is necessary to take pictures one by

one. On the other hand, in the electronic image pickup
device, such as CCD camera, a CCD sensor, for example, is

provided for converting an optical image to an electric
signal, and the converted electric signal is stored in the

form of an electric charge corresponding to the quantity of
the incident light
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Privacy Act: Definitions of terms used: Nucleus: any nucleus
of any cell of the body, including the cell body and all
internal organelles and membranes. Cilia: a slender

cylindrical hair-like extension, found in most animal cells
and some other organisms, that extends from the cell body.
Microvilli: (1) A projection, or a group of projections, of cells
lining the wall of a tube or channel. (2) A single projection

of cells lining the wall of a tube or channel. Cenote: an
artificially created underwater grotto. A cenote is where the
thick limestone limestone layer that formed before the last

collision has not been covered by younger, softer
sediments. These hard layers of limestone are still in place
and are visible, as are the small "channels" (cenotes) made
by the water. The term "limestone" means a sedimentary
rock composed principally of carbonate of lime (CaCO3),
which forms when seas deposit the remains of marine

organisms. Cenote: a naturally occurring water-filled natural
bowl, which can form in soil on the bed of any lake, swamp,

or river. The word cenote comes from the Yucatec Maya
language. Cenote: a narrow, deep canyon that is cut by a

river or stream. Cenote: (southeast Mexico) a wide, shallow,
natural water sink that may be hundreds of yards long and
hundreds of feet wide. Cenote: (Spanish) A natural, fresh
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water sink (L-shaped or Y-shaped). A cenote is a large,
manmade sink as well. The term is derived from the

Yucatec Maya language. Cenote: (Maya) a large natural lake
or sink that may be hundreds of yards long and hundreds of

feet wide. Cenote: an archaeological site with a body of
freshwater that is from 100 to 500 feet (30-150 meters) in
diameter. Cenote: (1580-1720) a deep, well-like hole dug

into the ground. Cenote: (Maya) a natural sunken natural or
manmade hole for collecting water or hiding from the sun. A

cenote is usually between
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